Go on a ‘sound’
scavenger hunt
Supertato begins with
‘s’. Can you find ten
things in your home
beginning with ‘s’?
Draw pictures of the
things you find.

5p

Set up your own
supermarket
Make a price list and
labels – no vegetables
can cost more than 10p
Ask your family to be
customers and give you
the money in 1p pieces.
Can you tell them if they
have paid the right
amount?
Evil Pea ice investigation
The only way to stop the Evil Pea is to keep him in
the freezer. Can you make some Evil Pea ice cubes?
What will you need? When they are frozen, how long
do they take to melt? Try placing the ice cubes in
different areas outside (in the sun, in the shade, on
the paving, on metal etc.). Which ones melt first?
Which take the longest to melt?

Grow a carrot plant
Save some carrot tops when preparing snacks.
Place several layers of paper towel on a plate
and soak it well. Put the carrot tops on the paper
and leave on a window sill. Check daily and keep
the paper wet. Once the new plants have rooted
well, you can plant them in soil. (They will not
grow into carrots, but the plants are pretty).

Make a veggie superhero

Vegetable art
Find some pictures of vegetables in
magazines or download these. Cut
them out and use them to make art:
1. Draw faces on the vegetables like
those in the story.
2. Discover the art of Giuseppe
Arcimboldo and use your
vegetable cut-outs to make
portraits.

Use paper, googly eyes,
electrical tape or felt-tip pens
to make superhero accessories
like masks and capes (or cut
them out from this sheet) and
stick them on a potato to make
your own Supertato.
Alternatively, use a different
vegetable and make up a new
superhero. What are their
superpowers? How would they
use them in the supermarket?

Run a vegetable race
Make a racetrack
suitable for vegetables
you have in your
house. This could be a
big one outside or a
mini race for peas on
the table.
Take turns to roll each
of your veggies or roll
together with a grown
up.
Which size and shape
roll the best?

Vegetable comparison
Compare size and weight of
vegetables. What is the
longest vegetable you have in
your house? What is the
lightest? What is the heaviest?

